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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this manuscript we consider the following singular perturbation 
problem : 
UC + FF(X) d, DUE, D2u”) = f in Q. (1.1) 
Here Q c iw” is a bounded omain with smooth boundary &2and, for each 
E > 0, F,: Q x [w xiw” xS” -+ IR is a continuous f nction, where S” denotes 
the space of real symmetric matrices of order n. 
We shall study the rate of pointwise convergence of tli: to f, when F, -+ 0 
(E --) 0). 
In order to explain the motivation of our problem we show the simple 
obstacle problem 
maxj-s2dz4’+UE, u’--‘p}=O a.e. inQ, 
u’: = 0 on 8Q, 
(1.2) 
where the obstacle cp is a given smooth function satisfying thatrp =0 on 
dQ. Using atechnique in the theory of variational i equalities J.-L. ions 
[ 11) proved that 11~’ - min{O, ‘p} I/ L~cnj < CE for some constant C.We 
claim that we can never deduce the pointwise convergence of a” from the 
above stimate. On the other hand, the notion of viscosity solotions wa
introduced by M. G. Crandall and P.-L. ions [2] for nonlinear fi st order 
PDEs and then it was extended for nonlinear second order PDEs by 
P.-L. Lions [12-141. Recently, it appeared that atechnique in the theory 
of viscosity solutions could be applied toderive a pointwise convergence 
for some singular perturbation pr blems. In fact, bythe same argument 
as in [7] we can show that U’ converges to min{ 0, cp} uniformly on 0. 
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Our purpose here is to obtain the optimal rate of pointwise convergence 
estimates forolutions f singular pe turbation pr blem (1.1). 
Our plan of this paper is as follows: In Section 2 we recall the notion of 
viscosity solutions, state the main theorem and prove it. In the same 
section we improve the results by J.-L. ions tated above. InSection 3 we 
deal with a singular perturbation pr blem of a special type of obstacle 
problems. Finally, in Section 4 we prove alemma in Section 3.
2. DEFINITION AND A MAIN THEOREM 
In this ection we define viscosity solutions forasecond order PDE, 
F(x, u, Du, D2u) =0 in Q, (2.1) 
where F: Q x R x R” x S” + R is a continuous f nction. 
DEFINITION 2.1. We call UE C(Q) a viscosity subsolution of (2.1) if 
whenever [ EC2(Q) and u - [ attains its local maximum at x E 52, then 
F(x, 4x1, R(x), D*i(x)) G 0. 
Similarly, we call uE C(Q) a viscosity supersolution of (2.1) if whenever 
i E C2(Q) and u - [ attains its local minimum at XE Sz, then 
J-(x, 4x1, DC(x), D2UxN 2 0. 
Then, we call UE C(Q) a viscosity solution of (2.1) ifit is both aviscosity 
subsolution and supersolution of (2.1). 
Remark 2.2. (1) If a viscosity solution of (2.1) belongs toC2(Q) it is 
a classical solution of (2.1). 
(2) We can extend the definition of viscosity solutions formore 
general functions F; ee H. Ishii [6] for the details. 
DEFINITION 2.3. We call a continuous function m: [0, co) -+ [O, GO) a 
modulus if m(0) =0 and m is nondecreasing and concave on[0, co). 
Remark 2.4. For each ,f EC(Q) we can choose a modulus m such that 
If(x)-.f(~)l Gm( x-.A) (2.2) 
for all x, LED. Moreover, for each modulus m we can select a family 
~(a,, b ) 1ai., b > 0, for iE A} with asuitable index set A, so that m(r) =
inf(aAr+b, I Ae.4) for b0. 
Now we state our main result: 
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THEOREM 2.5. Let uE be a viscosity subsolution (resp., supersolution) of 
(1.1) and f a continuous function on fi with amodulus m satisfying (2.2). 
Assume that here exists a positive constant C such that 
FAX, r, p, S/E) 2 -C{4pl + ISI) + m(E)> 
(rev., ~ (x,r,p,S/&)~C{&(lpl+ISI)+m(E)}) 
in Ox[wxIw”xS”. 






Remark 2.6. (1) Put F,(x,r,p,S)=max{-.s2Sjj,--(P(X)} +min{O,cp(x)} 
and f = min{ 0, q } in (1.1). If we assume cp EC(Q), then we easily see that 
all hypotheses hold. 
(2) We claim that in order to deal with the obstable problems stated 
above we cannot suppose f eC l(Q). 
Proof of Theorem 2.5. We shall only prove the case when uc is viscosity 
subsolution of ( 1.1). 
By Remark 2.4 we can select a family {(a,., b ; ) 1 a,, bl > 0, A E ,4 }with 
a set A such that m(r) =inf{a,r + b, I a;., bj, > 0, 1 E A}. For any 1 e/i we 
Put 
@(x, ~)=u”(x)-,f(~)-(aj.~+b.) Ix-YI~/~~ 
-da;.& + b;.) -MC, 
where A4, =sup,,(u’: -f) + and ,D is a positive number to be chosen later. 
We suppose that @ attains its positive maximum over Q x 0 at a point 
(x0, yO) and will obtain a contradiction. 
Using @(x0, y,) >@(x0, x,,) we have 
(a,E+b,) I~o-y,I~/&~~f(xg)-f(~~) 
d a, 1x0 - YOI + b>: 
Noting that a, and b, are positive we have 
I% - Yol dE. (2.5) 
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If we suppose that x0 E aL?, then we obtain that 
@Cx05 y,)6f(xo)-f(y,)-~L(ajE+bd) 
6 a;. 1x0 -YOI +bA - P(aj,E + 6,). 
By using (2.5) this contradicts the hypothesis that @(x0, y,) >0 for ,u 3 1. 
Thus, we may assume x0 E Q. Since uc is a viscosity subsolution of ( 1.1 ), we 
see 
where i(x) =f(yO) + (ai& +b,){ Ix - y,12/s2 + p}. Noting that lD[(xO)l d 
C(U,s +bj,)/‘E, lD2[(~o)l/~ 6 C(a,E +b;,)/E and @(x0, ~0) >0, we have 
O> (ai& +b& + Cl +fh) -f&J 
3 (ai.& + bi.)(p - 20 
Here C denotes a various positive constant independent of E, p and A. 
Hence, for sufficiently largep > 0 we obtain a contradiction. 
Therefore, for all xE a and each AE A we have 
U’(X) -,f(X) d SUP @ $ ME + p(Uj.8 + b,) 
d SUp(u”-f)+ + ~(a,& + b,). 
Combining these with the representation of M(E) we immediately obtain 
(2.4). I
Now we consider the following obstacle problems; 
max{mGai (Lk,%-fk) =0 in 51, 
(2.6) 
UC = 0 on asz, 
and 
{max{L’~“u”-f’, 28-qmin }, u’-I)} =0 in 52, 
(2.7) 
u1. = 0 on asz. 
Here Ml = ( 1, 2, . . m >, cp, $ are given functions a d
2 
L”‘CU = -$& v 2, + Eb; g. + cku. 
1 I I 
Here and later weuse the usual summation convention. In order to change 
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the problems (2.6) and (2.7) to the form (1.1) we need to suppose that 
there exists a positive constant M such that 
Ck 3 cx on QforallkEM. (2.8) 
For simplicity we assume that 
as, hf‘, Ck, f”, cp, *E C’(Q) (2.9) 
for all kE Ml and i, jE { 1, 2, . . rz}. We also assume that here is a positive 
constant 0 such that 
ak,Cjti3 e 141’on B (2.10) 
for all kE Ml and 5 = (5 1, . . t,,) E R”. 
In order to solve the problems (2.6) (resp., (2.7)) weneed the com- 
patibility condition 
cp>O on &Q (2.11) 
(resp., cp 30 3 $ on a&!). (2.12) 
COROLLARY 2.7. Assume hypotheses (2.8)-( 2. lo), and (2.11) (resp., 
(2.12)). Foreach c> 0 let d be the (unique) viscosity solution of (2.6) (resp., 
(2.7)) satisfying ue = 0on 22. Jf we assume that 
uOrmin{Eii {fk/c”}, q} =0 0~ aS2 
(resp.,-max{min{f’/c’, cp}, $} =0 on %2), 
then we find that here exists a positive constunt C such that 
I?/-UOGC& on Q. 
Remark 2.8. (1) We note that under the same assumptions in 
Corollary 2.7there xists a unique solution ucEW&“(Q) n IV’* “(a) 
(resp., E W2.P(sZ) for all p> 1) of (2.6) (resp., (2.7)); see[8, 10, 11. We also 
note that he unique solution of (2.6) (resp., (2.7)) is aviscosity solution of 
(2.6) (resp., (2.7)); see[3, 151. 
(2) We note that his corollary is an extension of the result by
J.-L. ions [111 and an optimal one by a simple example. 
Proof of Corollary 2.7. We note that ui: = u” on i3Q and u” is a Lipschitz 
continuous function (i.e., its modulus m(r) = Cr for some C > 0). By 
Theorem 2.5 we immediately conclude the proof. i
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3. SINGULAR PERTURBATION WITH A BOUNDARY LAYER 
In this ection wedeal with the following special obstacle problem: 
rnax{yEaG { -~~+f;-t~~h~u;+u~j, ”-cp} =0 in Q, 
(3.1) 
UC = g on a62. 
Here and later weuse the notation: ui = au/ax,, uii =a2u/axi ax,. 
For simplicity we suppose that 
a;, bk, g, q E C2@) (3.2) 
for all kc M and i, Jo { 1, 2, . . n}. We also assume that here xists a 
positive constant z such that 
g>z on Sz. 
In order to solve (3.1) weneed the compatibility condition; 
(3.3) 
(P38(3T) on a52. (3.4) 
We remark that aboundary layer phenomenon arises inthis case, since 
the formal limit u”E min(0, q} of ue vanishes on 80 by (3.4). 
Now we state he following precise asymptotic behavior f~8. 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume hypotheses (2.10), (3.2)-(3.4). For each E> 0 let 
uE be the (unique) viscosity solution of (3.1) satisfying uc = on dl2. Then, 
we find that here exist positive constants Ci (i= 1, 2, 3) and a Lipschitz 
continuous function w(x) on fi such that 
-C,&<&(x)-u’(x)<exp{-w(x)+o(l)}/E 
for x E D and 
~,~~~a~c/a~~ C,/E on aa, 
where vis the unit outward normal vector. 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
Remark 3.2. (1) We note that w(x) is a “distance” function from %2. 
We refer to[9] for the details. 
(2) The estimates (3.6) represent that he behavior fuE is similar to 
that of the solution of aBellman equation (without the obstacle) n ar an; 
see (3.7) below. 
(3) We remark that he upper estimate of (3.5) cannot be obtained 
if we replace the coefficients E2bF byEbf. 
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Before we prove the above theorem, we need to state the following 
lemma :
LEMMA 3.3 (cf. S. Koike [9]). Assume hypotheses (2.10), (3.2), and 
(3.3). For each E ~0 and hE C’(d) let vc be the unique solution of the 
following equation: 
max ( - E2a~.v~i + E2b~v~ + v”} =0 
kEbQ 
vli = h 
If there exists a positive constant z such that 
a.e. in Q, 
on asz. 
(3.7) 
h>z on D, (3.8) 
then we find that here exists a Lipschitz ,function w(x) on Q such that 
v”(x) = exp{ -w(x) +o(l)}/& on 8, 
where w is the same function in (3.5). 
Moreover, putting wE = --E log v’, we find that there xist positive 
constants C4 and C, such that 
-c4~aWyaV~ -cs on af2. (3.9) 
Remark 3.4. (1) We shall prove this lemma in Section 4. We only note 
that C4 and C, depend only on the coefficients and jlhjj~2~ii,. See also 
[7, 91 for the details. 
(2) In case when cp >0 on fi we easily see that lE = vE on fi for small 
E > 0, where v” is the unique solution of (3.7) with E g on 852. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Applying Theorem 2.5 we immediately obtain the 
lower estimate of (3.5); -C, E < uE- u” on a. 
Now we prove the upper estimate of (3.5); ue -u” < ve on Q, where vc is 
the unique solution of (3.7) with = g on dQ. We suppose that uc - u” - vi: 
attains its positive maximum over 0 at x0 and will obtain a contradiction. 
Since uc - u” - vL = 0 on aQ, we see x0 E Q. Moreover, wemay assume that 
x0 does not belong to the set 0, = {x E 52 1 q(x) 6O}. Indeed, noting that 
u”-u’=u”-cp<O on 52, and ~“20 on 6, we have uC--u”-uE<O on a,. 
Hence, for each E > 0 there is a neighborhood N, cQ of x0 such that cp >0 
in NE. Since u’=O in N,, uc- V’ attains its positive maximum over N,: at 
x0. Hence, noting V&E C2(sZ) (see [4]), 
0 3 u” + max { mEz { - E’afu; + E2b~u~}, -cp} 
3 uc - E2atvi, + .z2b:vF 
at x0 for all kE M. 
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On the other hand, we find that 
- E2+$ + E2h;V; + 0” = 0 at x0. 
for some it EM. Combining this with the above inequality we obtain a 
contradiction. Therefore, w  have uF - u” < uE on 0. Using this estimate 
and Lemma 3.3, we obtain the upper estimate of (3.5). 
Noting u’< vE near dQ and using the upper estimate of(3.9) we 
immediately obtain the lower estimate of (3.6); C’*/E < au’/&. In order to 
obtain the upper estimate of (3.6) weintroduce th unique solution ZY of 
(3.7) with h = gs p, where p =max{ --q(x) 1 x~Q}. Remark 3.4 (2) 
implies that we may suppose /I2 0. Put Q, = {X ED 1 v’(x) > C1 E - u”(x)} 
and assume that U’ - i?” + /? attains its negative minimum over Q, at 1. We 
may suppose that 2 belongs tothe interior p ints of Q,. Indeed, noting 
that uc - v”” + fi =0 on XZ?, we can assume that .? does not belong to dQ. 
On the other hand, since the comparison theorem implies that v”” - fl dvi’ 
on 0, we obtain that 
UE-~&+p~UC--VI‘~UO-C,E-vUi:=O on aq,. 
Hence, by remembering v””EC*(Q) the definition of viscosity supersolution 
implies that 
0 < UC - &fq + E*hpy at 2 
for some it EMl. Noting 
0 > -E*+;~ +E’b;v”; + 6’: in Q, 
we obtain a contradiction. Thus,we have uc > 0”” -/I near %2. Combining 
this with the lower estimate of(3.9) we obtain the upper estimate of
(3.6). I
4. PROOF OF LEMMA 3.3. 
Since the proof of Lemma 3.3 can be shown by the same argument asin 
[9] except (3.9), we only prove the stimates (3.9). 
Proof of (3.9) in Lemma 3.3. Setting ve(x) = exp{ -W’(X)}/&, we rewrite 
Eq. (3.7) tothe following: 




wt = -& log h on asz. 
Remembering ue=exp( -we)/& E C*, we obtain w’ E C2 (see [4]). 
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Since I~Q is smooth, we can suppose that he following condition 
holds; there is a number p> 0 such that for each x0 E as2 we may assume 
that B”(xo, p)n dQ c {x E R” 1 x = (x’, 0), x’ E R” ’ ) and B”(x,,, p) n Q = 
{x = (X,) ...) x,) EBn(xo, p)1 x, > 01, where B’(x, Y) z {y E R” 1 Ix-y1 6Y}. 
For simplicity we assume x0 = 0. Consider the barrier 
4x) = c1Xn4(Xl, . .>x I), 
where CE Cr(B”-l(O, p)) is nonnegative with c(O) = 1 and p>O is a 
number to be fixed later and x = (x,, .. x,). Assume that u+ + E log h-Z 
attains its negative minimum over 0 at .c. Noting that z=0 on &IL?, we
assume iE 0. Hence, the maximum principle implies 
0 6 &Uk, { wj; +&(h,,/h - hjhi/h2) - Zlj) at 1 
for all kE RvQ. Using (4.1) and u’~ = -&hi/h + zi at -i-, we have 
O<afJ(-Eh,/h+z,)(-&hJh+z,)+bf(-eh,/h+zJ 
- 1 + CE2 + C&/l at x=-k 
An easy calculation y elds 
OdC(E+/L)-1. 
Thus, we obtain a contradiction for sufficiently sma lE and ,L Hence, we 
have 
w’ > --E log h+ z on Q. (4.2) 
Putting x,~ = (0, .. s) E Q for s> 0, we have 
{wE(x,) - w”(q,))/.~ 2 E/ -log h(x,,) + log h(x,)}/s + pi(O). 
Sending ~10, we have 
awe E ah 
at 0. 
This yields the upper estimates of (3.9). 
On the other hand, in order to obtain the lower estimates of (3.9) we
need another characterization of LX? (uniform exterior sphere condition); 
there exists a positive constant p such that for each x0 E as2 we can choose 
ZE W/a satisfying that B”(.E, p) n n = {x,,}. For simplicity we assume 
.? =0. Consider the usual barrier 
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where /J >0 is a constant to be fixed later on. Assume that W’ + E lofg h - Z 
attains its positive maximum over 0 at y. Noting that Z> 0 on 8, we may 
suppose y E 1;2. Hence, the maximum principle implies 
< -&a;{w;, + &(h,/h - ,h,/hZ) - ,,} at y 
for all kE Ml. An easy calculation y elds that 
0 6 -+;w; - /$w; + 1 + CE2 + C/l& at Y 
for some E E M. Using WY = -&hi/h + Zi at y, we have 
0 < -46p2p2e- 2 LA2 + 1 + CE2 +C&/L 
Noting that 52 is bounded and fixing p sufficiently large, we obtain a
contradiction. Hence, we have 
w”< --Elogh+Z on Q. 
This yields 
Therefore, we obtain the lower estimate of (3.9). [ 
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